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Meaning of Repeat Barline
A repeat bar is a musical symbol resembling a final barline with two dots in the middle spaces of the staff. A 
passage written between two repeat bars will be played at least two times*:

||: Begin Repeat (or “left repeat”): If there is an ‘end repeat’ but no begin bar, you’ll repeat from the beginning of 
the song. Upon completion of the repetition(s), continue to the measures following the end repeat.

:|| End Repeat (or “right repeat”): If the end repeat is also the final barline, the song will end after the repetitions.

* If a repeated passage has two or more different resolutions, volta brackets or time bars are used. 



Volta brackets or time bars

When a repeat calls for a different ending, numbered brackets above the bars indicate which to play the first time (1.), which 
to play the second time (2.), and so on if necessary. These are called "first-time bars" and "second-time bars", or "first and 
second endings". 

They are also known as "volta brackets" and although there are normally 2 volta brackets, there is no limit to how many 
there can be.



A coda

In music, is a passage that brings a piece (or a movement) to an end. Technically, it is an expanded cadence. It may be as 
simple as a few measures, or as complex as an entire section.

In music notation, the coda symbol, which resembles a set of crosshairs, is used as a navigation marker, similar to the 
dal segno sign. It is used where the exit from a repeated section is within that section rather than at the end. The 
instruction "To Coda" indicates that, upon reaching that point during the final repetition, the performer is to jump 
immediately to the separate section headed with the coda symbol. For example, this can be used to provide a special 
ending for the final verse of a song.



Al Segno

In music notation, dal segno often abbreviated as D.S., is used as a navigation marker. From Italian for "from the sign", 
D.S. appears in sheet music and instructs a musician to repeat a passage starting from the sign shown at right, 
sometimes called the segno in English.

Two common variants:

D.S. al coda musician to go back to the sign, and when Al coda or To coda is reached jump to the coda symbol.

D.S. al fine instructs the musician to go back to the sign, and end the piece at the measure marked fine.

Al segno indicates that the player should go to the sign. Da capo al segno (D.C. al Segno), "From the beginning to 
the sign"



Fermata

A fermata, also known as a hold, pause, colloquially a birdseye or cyclops eye, or as a grand pause when placed on 
a note or a rest) is a symbol of musical notation indicating that the note should be prolonged beyond the normal 
duration its note value would indicate.

Exactly how much longer it is held is up to the discretion of the performer or conductor, but twice as long is common. It 
is usually printed above but can be occasionally below (when it is upside down) the note to be extended.



Da Capo

Da capo  is an Italian musical term that means "from the beginning" (literally, "from the head"). It is often abbreviated as D.C. The term is 
a directive to repeat the previous part of music, often used to save space, and thus is an easier way of saying to repeat the music from 
the beginning.

In small pieces, this might be the same thing as a repeat. But in larger works, D.C. might occur after one or more repeats of small 
sections, indicating a return to the very beginning. The resulting structure of the piece is generally in ternary form. Sometimes, the 
composer describes the part to be repeated, for example: Menuet da capo.

In opera, where an aria of this structure is called a da capo aria, the repeated section is often adorned with grace notes.

Da capo al fine: Repeat from the beginning to the end, or to the word "fine".

The word Fine (Ital. 'end') is generally placed above the stave at the point where the movement ceases after a 'Da capo' repetition. Its 
place is occasionally taken by a pause (see fermata)."


